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OF INDEPENDENT BENGAL 
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Abstract:  

Subjectivity, Transgression and resistance are the perpetual conditions in human existence. The construction of individual 
identity as a defense mechanism to get a space in patriarchal hegemony is vividly portrayed by Mahasweta Devi in her renowned seminal 
work Mother of 1084 (Hazard Churasir Maa). In this Independent system, Virginia Wolf’s A Room of One's Own has become ' No 
Room of One's Own' where any attempt to break it, challenge it, question it, or speak the truth against the status quo is violently 
suppressed, dominated and subdued.  Importantly Foucault’s idea of Transgression establishes a scenario for the analysis of the 
oppressive and transgressive women under a patriarchal hegemony in the literary text, Mother of 1084. Mahasweta Devi’s Mother of 
1084 sets the situation with transgression and its representation in theatrical performance and in Indian English literature. 
 
Keywords: Subjectivity, Transgression, Indigenous Identity, and Hegemony. 
 
Introduction 

“The history of men's opposition to women's emancipation is more interesting perhaps 
than the story of that emancipation itself.”.  (P- 46) 

 
      The modernist twentieth century prolific writer Virginia Wolf does not hesitate to talk about woman's emancipation in her seminal 
extended essay 'A Room of One's Own’.’ Actually the idea of uprising of the subjugated woman is crystal clearly portrayed in the 
writings from all over the world- in the writings of once colonized nations like Africa, the Carribeans, south east part of Asia and of 
colonizing nation’s like England (Virginia Wolf, Emily Bronte) France (Simon De Beauvoir) and America (Judith Butler). They have 
consistently showed through the lens of unimpeachable realism the status of woman as a questioning subjects. In this established power 
structure of gender  binary system, Virginia Wolf’s A Room Of One's Own has become a 'No Room Of One's Own' where any attempt 
to break it, challenge it, question it or speak against the status quo is violently suppressed, and dominated. The historical, social and 
existential questions of woman is represented not only in the western Culture and literature but in Indian/Bengali Literature as well. The 
works of Bankimchandra, Tagore, Sarat Chandra have established the convention of portraying woman in literature as a Self sacrificing 
Devi or ‘Other' and the witch or dinner. Asapurna Devi focuses on one the  common Indian phenomenon in the 19th century- widowhood. 
The Hindu window now occupies a crucial place in the canonical texts of modern Indian Literature. Similarly, Mahasweta Devi 
picturizes the Indian politics of domesticity and the social attitudes towards women with their extraordinary literary effort. In my paper 
I would like to reconceptualize the idea of Female Domestic space in Independent Bengal through Mahasweta Devi's watershed literary 
work Mother of 1084. 
 
      The issues of power, identity and the female domestic space and the history of gender injustice are efficiently expressed in 
Mahasweta Devi’s Mother of 1084. In September 1973 for the October issue of the Periodical ' Prasad' Devi wrote the first version of 
Hajar Churasir Maa (Mother of 1084). The narrative predominantly points out the psychological and emotional trauma of a mother who 
gets a horriable news in the morning that her beloved son Brati is lying dead in the police morgue, reduced to a mere number: corpse no 
-1084. This situation moves her to a journey of discovery in the course of which she tries to understand her Naxalite son's revolutionary 
commitment and her own alienation as a woman, wife and mother in the so called bourgeoisie ‘bhadralok’ society. 
 
      Women's subjectivity, Transgression and resistance are the perpetual condition in human existence. It is quite evident in the 
construction of individual identity as a defense mechanism to get a space in the patriarchal middle class society may be seen a beginning 
of a social revolution. In the story, Sujata Chatterjee, mother of Brati, is a traditional apolitical upper middle class educated lady. She 
starts the revolution by educating herself and pursuing B.A. degree in a conservative family. Interestingly the members of the family 
thinks that education benefits her marriage proposal and finally married to Dibyanath Chatterjee, a chartered accountant belonging to a 
'bhadralok' bourgeois Calcutta family. In the 34 years of marriage life, Sujata becomes mother of four children, two sons (Jyoti and 
Brati) and two daughters (Nipa and Tuli). So women in a domestic household of Independent Bengal is fit only for marriage and 
reproduction. The only aim of mother of a mother is to look after the household and bring up children efficiently. But after Brati's death, 
Sujata goes on to discover her life again with a vision of new Ideology. She emerges throwing all the pretensions to hypocritical social 
respectability and challenging the hegemonic notions of 'bhadralok’ domestic family and she claims a space for her own. According to 
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the feminist woman should not be wives, mother, sisters and daughter of men only, they should reveal economic, social, political and 
psychological problems women face as a part of patriarchal social structure. The idea reminds me a French Feminist philosopher, linguist 
and cultural theorist Luce Irigaray who in the canonical work, This Sex is Not One(1985) rightly says, 
          “Be what you are becoming without clinging to what you might have been, what you     
           might yet be.” ( P- 214) 
 
      Here she challenges the conventional notions of gender and develops the idea of ' becoming'. She tries to uproot the concept of 
phallocentricism and believes in the social, political and economic equality of the sexes. Similarly, Sujata attempts to dismantle the 
dominant notions of her domestic space and becomes a emerging voice distinctive from all the other voices.  
 
     Dibyanath Chatterjee, a typical representative of male dominated society, fixed up a bank job for Sujata, not out of any sympathy for 
her economic Independence but to assist his family during a temporary financial crisis. The moment the crisis is over, he wants her to 
give up the job which Sujata simple denies. Her refusal of job signifies her rebellion against the accepted social and cultural constructs 
and through her Transgression, she definitely desires to constitute a space. This perspectives of Transgression is efficiently expressed 
by Chris Jenks in his masterpiece, entitled Transgression(2003),  
            “Transgression is to go beyond the bounds or limits set by a commandment or law or     
              convention; it is to violate or infringe. But, to transgress is also more than this; it is to  
             announce and even laudate the commandment, the law or the convention.  
             Transgression is deeply reflexive act of denial and affirmation.” (P-13) 
 
      The idea is quite relevant here because Transgression denotes deviation from traditional, conventional and social norms, rules, 
tendencies, thoughts and actions. Sujata is the living example who breaks this code of order and becomes subversive. 
 
      In the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, the Naxalite movement was sweeping through the state of West Bengal. Sujata's son Brati 
decided to join the movement turning his back to the familial code and value system. Sujata was unaware of this secret mission of Brati 
and his friend Nandini. Brati and his other comrades were brutally murdered by the assassins of the police on being betrayed by one of 
their comrades. The police called up his father to identify the dead body, but he refused to go and forbade other members to do so 
because he thinks it would damage the family prestige of so called 'bhadralok’ consciousness. Sujata was ignored by the other members 
of the family though she was the mother of Brati. They were reluctant to talk about  the tragedy of Brati to his mother. The following 
conversation clearly indicates how she was neglected by the whole domestic structure, 
           Sujata: (uncomprehending in a panic) what will you hash up? What are you talking  
                        about? 
          Dibyanath: Jyoti, there is no time to waste.( He goes out) 
         Sujata: Jyoti(Jyoti busy in dialing a number, he does not reply) Jyoti (Reproving). Jyoti  
                    What’s happened?     (P-04) 
 
     The negligence bring Sujata on the verge of a claustrophobic atmosphere where she almost loses her identity as wife and as a mother. 
In the words of Emily Bronte in Withuring Heights,(1847) 
.  “I have to remind myself to breathe- almost remind my heart to beat.” (Chapter xxxiii, P-6) 
 
      Sujata has become ‘other' as woman as wife and as a mother in the domestic space of Independent Bengal while Patriarchy                         
( Dibyanath Chatterjee, Jyoti and other male members remain 'self' with the colonialist realities and representations. Here I would like 
mention the term 'double colonization of woman' . Kirsten Peterson and Anna Rutherford have used the phrase in 'A Double 
Colonisation: Colonial and Postcolonial Women's Writings' ( Dangaroo 1986) where they have represented woman tolerating the 
oppression of colonialism and Patriarchy. Sujata is colonized first a woman by the hypocritical bhadralok society of 1970’s Calcutta 
and as wife by her husband in the domestic space with the patriarchal values. 
 
      However, Brati's death takes Sujata to her inner and private world of personal suffering, torture, betrayal and loneliness. It was 
Nandini, Brati's friend tries to reconstruct the whole events and Brati's last few hours to Sujata relating her the present scenario of state 
repression and political jeopardy of Independent Bengal. Actually it is Sujata’s journey from ignorance to knowledge, from darkness to 
light and from typical house wife to morally assertive, politically enlightened and socially resistant individual. Afterwards, Sujata was 
completely shattered, she frankly says to Nandini, “ I didn’t really know Brati.”(P-87) 
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      As she returns from her day long Odyssey and confronts Dibyanath for the first time courageously breaking the silence, ' Her Words 
hit him like a whiplash. Dibyanath went out tamely wiping the nope of his neck”( P-16) . The idea of breaking the silence is reminiscent 
of a great Postcolonial writer’s canonical text, 'Can The Subaltern Speak'? where Spivak presents a complex concept of the subaltern 
woman who are unable to utter words for themselves. Here Sujata becomes brave enough to talk about her dead son and for herself. 
Nadini's political and ideological commitment and analytic understanding give her encourage to face the harsh reality of 'bhadralok’ 
consciousness. The ideas of rebellion, power, betrayal and also revolutionary optimism have become obvious to Sujata only because of 
another rebellious and transgressive woman, Nandini. In this context, it is necessary to mention Foucault's idea of Transgression in “ A 
Preface to Transgression” in the book Language, Counter-memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews (1977). He writes,  
       “ Transgression is an action which involves the limit, that narrow zone of line where it  
        displays the flash of its passages, but perhaps also it’s entire trajectory, even it’s origin;      
        it is likely that Transgression has its entire space in the line it crosses…. Transgression  
       incessantly crosses and re-crosses a line which close up behind it in a short duration, and  
      thus. It is made to return one more right to horizon of the un-crossable”.(P-33-34) 
 
      Foucault points out that limit and Transgression are related to each other for if the limit was not crossable it would not be a 
transgressive act and vice versa. Transgression is an affirmation of the existence of limitless zone where an individual can get freedom 
to move ahead.  
 
      Yes, Sujata moves ahead to get her freedom of inner self. But unfortunately she loses all her hope to live a domestic life due to tragic 
death of Brati. She says, “Now Brati is dead, I too wouldn't like go on living.”(P-127 ) The moment she screams and collapses on the 
ground, Dibyanath simply says that her “ appendix has burst”( 128). It is the death that unites Sujata and Brati who stands against the 
complacent hypocritical bourgeois society and it’s rituals, customs, and thoughtless social tyranny. 
 
      Mahasweta Devi's social realism and observation of Sujata as She-hero is significantly noteworthy because she represents Sujata’s 
emancipation from a suppressed, marginalized and  mechanical woman in a domestic household to one who desires to have a voice 
amidst the silences of the voiceless women and their world. 
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